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ABSTRACTSynhronous languages speify reations of the reative/real-time systems to its environment within the language. Thismakes it easier to validate and verify the systems relativeto the assumptions and notions of simultaneity. However,onrete embedding of the ode makes it neessary to pre-dit time for reations of the underlying run-time systemsand the sensors so that the strit notion of simultaneity anbe relaxed keeping the logial orretness intat. Further,for hard real-time systems, there is a need for referring tolok times. In this paper, we desribe a method that usestimed annotations for Esterel programs that makes it pos-sible to predit the timing onstraints on run-time system,the sensors and lok times and validate the onrete real-ization relative to time-annotated Esterel spei�ations.Using suh time annotations, it is possible to establish thatthe onrete implementation is indeed a orret realizationof the abstrat system spei�ed in annotated Esterel. Fur-ther, the method establishes time onstraints to be satis�edby the onrete arhitetures for realizing the logial spe-i�ation of the system. We shall illustrate the design andimplementation of the tool using some of the existing odegeneration tools of the Esterel environment. Furthermore,the method an also be used for arriving at sheduling on-straints on the underlying asynhronous tasks.
1. INTRODUCTIONThere have been a variety of programming languages forthe design of real-time systems. Various models and logis[?℄ employed to build real time systems and their abstra-tion to FSA for purposes of veri�ation are given in [?℄.In real-time languages, onstruts allow us to speify and�Work done under grant from the Indo-Frenh Centre forthe Promotion of Advaned Researh, New Delhi, under theprojet 2202-1 Formal spei�ation and veri�ation of hybridand reative systems.

realize timing onstraints of the implemented systems. Syn-hronous languages [?, ?℄ are another important family oflanguages that have been widely used for programming re-ative systems. In these languages, the following logial as-sumptions (often referred to as perfet synhrony) are made(i) The program produes its outputs in no observable time,(ii) Conurrent statements evolve in a tightly oupled way,and (iii) Communiation is done by instantaneous broad-asting, the reeiver reeiving it exatly at the time it issent. Thus, in the ontext of a synhronous language, sev-eral variables are allowed to hange their values in a singlestep (i.e. simultaneity is possible). However, suh things arenot possible in an asynhronous setting on a given arhite-ture. While assumptions suh as in�nitely fast mahines areuseful to verify anomalies/paradoxes in the spei�ations atthe logial level, there is a need to relax the requirementof simultaneity for the objet ode generated running onreal mahines. The standard aeptable relaxation is thatwe divide the time line into many small intervals and all theevents that our in the same interval (or instant in the on-text of synhronous languages) are onsidered simultaneous.Obviously there is a need for ensuring that these assump-tions are met. Furthermore, in an atual implementationthere will be need to refer to lok-time. Sine there is nolok in Esterel all these signals have to ome from theenvironment. Designing real-time systems with synhronoustehnologies, follow the two-step methodology given below:1. Establish the logial orretness (following the lassialCompile-simulate-verify yle in Esterel ).2. Establish the satisfation of time onstraints are mettaking into aount the synhrony/simultaneity andthe lok-time referenes; signals/events happening inthe same instant are treated to be simultaneous.The general methodology of Esterel validation is depitedin Figure ??.In this paper, we shall propose a method and the design ofa tool for (i) speifying timing onstraints on the signals inthe environment and for exeution of ode snippets, in Es-terel spei�ations, synhrony/simultaneity assumptions,and (ii) a method and a tool for establishing that the imple-mentation is a realization of the spei�ation on the givenarhiteture. Our method is based on annotating Esterelprograms using the notation alled TimeC explored in [?℄ inthe ontext of verifying onstraints in ompilers meant forILP proessors and deriving the global onstraints for the
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SpecificationsFigure 1: Methodology of Esterel ode Validationsatisfation of the synhrony hypothesis. One of the novelfeatures of, TimeC, is that the language is independent ofthe base language being used to develop embedded applia-tions. The main ontributions of the paper are:1. Speifying time onstraints using TimeC in synhronouslanguages suh as Esterel with referene to the signalenvironment that may inlude loks.2. A method of relating timing onstraints on the signalenvironment of Esterel for the satisfation of syn-hrony assumptions. Also, from the method it is pos-sible to derive sheduling onstraints of the externalasynhronous tasks used for meeting the timing on-straints of the signal environment.3. The struture of a tool for the proposed method ofvalidating the timing onstraints relative to the syn-hronous onstraints.In the following, we shall give an overview of the method.For lak of spae, we shall only be skething the method andthe interested reader is referred to the full paper.

2. AN INFORMAL OVERVIEWOur approah is based on using timing annotations in theoriginal Esterel program and deriving timing onstraintsfor the satisfation of the synhrony hypothesis.. The methodessentially onsists of(i) Annotating Esterel fragments with the onstraints,(ii) Embed the timing onstraints in the program throughlogial (ghost) signals without hanging the timingproperties of the original program,(iii) Obtain the automata whose transitions onsists of la-bels onsisting of the original signals of the programand the additional logial signals introdued,(iv) Derive the timing onstraints for eah of the transitionsfor the satisfation of the synhrony hypothesis, and(v) Verify the validity of the timing onstraints.An overview of the various steps of the method is infor-mally desribed below using the fragment of the Esterelprogram used for ontrolling the path of a boat against agiven diretion as shown in Figure ??.

module loseness:funtion lose enough():integer;funtion reahed p():integer;output suppress;output terminate;output o ontinue;trap term inM0: loopM1: if (lose enough() = 1)then emit suppressM2: else nothingM3: end; %ifM4: if (reahed p() = 1)then emit terminate;exit term;M5: else nothingM6: end; % ifM7: await tik;M8: end; % loopend; % trap.Figure 2: Esterel Fragment with Loation LabelsNo. Constraint Comments1. time(M2) - time (M1) time for testing &� 10 units then-branh exeution2. time(M3) - time (M1) time for testing &� 6 units else-branh exeution3. time(M5) - time (M4) time for testing &� 8 units then-branh exeution4. time(M6) - time (M4) time for testing &� 4 units else-branh exeution5. time(M8) - time (M7) awaiting for an? indeterminate external event6. time(M0) - time (M1) time to get into= 3 units next iterationTable 1: Timing ConstraintsSpeifyingTimingConstraints: Various time onstraintssuh as maximal, minimal, exat [?℄ an be spei�ed. Thetiming onstraints are spei�ed as follows:1. Even though the input and output signals are assumedto be instantaneous in Esterel atuators ause delayin the ompletion of reation. The time onstraintto be satis�ed by any onrete implementation an bespei�ed by plaing markers as in TimeC [?℄ at variousloations of the ode.2. Now the time onstraints at the respetive loationsare to be de�ned. For the fragment of the ode shownin Fig. ??, markers have been shown as labels at var-ious points of ode and the onstraints to be satis�edare shown in Table ??. Here, the prediate time(`) in-diates the global time when the ontrol reahes label`.Note: It may be noted that onstraints illustrated in (5) ofTable ?? an also be used for speifying expliit lok timesrelative to the signals used. Some of these details are notfurther disussed here for want of spae.Deriving Global Timing Constraints: Having spei�edthe arhitetural timing onstraints, we have to arrive at



the timing onstraints to be satis�ed for keeping the logialproperties invariant.If the ode given is loop-free, then it is oneivable thatvalidating the onstraints is trivial. However, in the pres-ene of a loop as is the ase in the example, it is not lear asto how the onstraints an be validated over all the possi-ble omputations. In fat, if the language is treated as justanother imperative language, the answer is not easy as onehas to aount for the various interleaved interations of thedi�erent instanes of the body of the loop. However, in theontext of Esterel whih is a perfetly synhronous lan-guage [?℄ it is neessary to onsider the interations of thedi�erent exeution instants of the body due to the global no-tion of the instant. In the ase of Esterel (or any perfetlysynhronous language):1. Outputs are produed synhronously with the inputs;i.e., reations to inputs happen in zero time (an in-�nitely fast mahine). This is in priniple the per-fet synhrony hypothesis. At a programming languagelevel, this is interpreted as: ontrol and Communia-tions are ompiled away.2. The behaviour an be treated as an in�nite sequeneof reations (onsisting of inputs and outputs), eahreation is referred to as an instant. A reation takesplae on the ourrene of every external event and aspeial signal tik denotes the ourrene of an instant.3. Inputs are indeterminate; however reation to any in-put is �nite. Hene, the e�ets are not arried fromone instant to another exept for reording states.Thus, in the ontext of Esterel validating the timing on-straints orresponds to validating perfet synhroniity. Thisan be done by looking at all possible reations from one in-stant to another. In other words, if the program onsists ofjust one module then the illustration shown an be general-ized naturally. However, in the ontext of several modulesit beomes nontrivial.With the given annotated program, the timing onstraintsan be obtained broadly through the following steps:1. Introdue additional signals that arry the timing in-formation spei�ed along with the signals of the pro-gram without a�eting the temporal properties of theprogram; emission of additional signals keeps the orig-inal timing properties invariant follows from the syn-hrony hypothesis.2. Derive the global transition system of the program.3. From the transitions and the synhrony hypothesis,derive the global timing onstraints.Some of the above aspets are further detailed below.
3. VALIDATING TIMING CONSTRAINTS

3.1 Specifying Time ConstraintsTimed annotation needs the use of:1. Time markers: The �rst aspet of annotations isto loate ontrol points through the introdution ofnamed markers at various points (ontrol) in the soureprogram. We use \%# some name"` to denote amarkerat some point of the soure program. For onveniene

of referene and speifying onstraints, we use \be-gin" and \end" suÆxes for the markers. For the om-piler these annotations are regarded as just ommentsand hene, will have no bearing on either exeution orompilation. In the following blok of Esterel ode,\blok 1 begin" and \blok 1 end" are two markers.These two markers an be used to speify the timingonstraints for the exeution of the ode segment be-tween these two markers.%# blok_1_beginY := 100;emit S1(Y);Y := Y + 100;X := 7;emit S2(Y)%# blok_1_endNote: (i) The names of the time markers are unique,and (ii) Markers an be nested but does not inludeany statement of Esterel that does not terminate inthe same instant.2. Language for speifying time onstraints amongthe various markers: For instane, we ould havethe following onstraints on the markers blok beginand blok end:time(blok end)� time(blok begin) � 4 unitsIn other words, we need to relate the various markersrelative to lok time similar to that given in Table ??.We use the fragment of spei�ation language used inTimeC [?℄ that are needed for synhronous languages.In fat, sine Esterel interfaes with C-language, weould use the omplete language.
3.2 Validating Timing ConstraintsThe main steps of validating timing onstraints in Es-terel programs without loal signals are desribed below:1. Annotate the Esterel program with markers as dis-ussed above. Compute the stati time relative tothe markers by traversing the ode segment between a\begin" marker and its orresponding \end" marker.This is done reursively. Sine, no instant-de�nablestatement an be there within the marked ode seg-ments (note that in the loop-onstrut of Esterelthere should be at least instant oriented statement toavoid ausality), the proedure essentially amounts totraversing a straight line ode in eah module.2. Add additional signals with orrespondene to Timemarkers. That is, for signals of the form\some name begin" add the statementemit some name begin zeroat that point where suÆx \zero" indiates that thetime required is zero; for signals of the form\some name end" add the statementemit some name end Amountat that point where suÆx \Amount" is the maximumtime that an elapse from the point of emission ofthe signal \some name begin". Note that the value of\Amount" needs to be a statially evaluatable value.The omputation of these values is quite easy as notime-delay operators are allowed as mentioned already.Note that adding the additional emitting statementsfor the logial/ghost signals does not alter either thefuntional or the timing properties of the program due
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ocFigure 3: Tool for Validating Time Constraintsto synhrony hypothesis. For onveniene (will beused in the implementation tool), we ategorize signalsbased upon whether they are part of time onstraintspei�ation or not as follows:1. Lsignals: Signals that are neither lok nor timereferenes; in other words, these are signals that arepure synhronous signals.2. Tsignals: Those signals that refer to loks aretime onstrained; these inlude the signals introduedfor eah of the markers as in (2) above.In this presentation, we have assumed that timing in-formation is arried expliitly in the markers.3. Obtain the reative automaton for the program. Notethat the transitions of the reative automaton arrythe marker-signals introdued.4. For eah transition ompute the maximum time re-quired. In the pure synhronous approah, all the sig-nals are expeted to our at the same time. However,in the ontext of time-onstraints, there is a need toevaluate the time needed for all the miro-steps spreadaross the modules in the same instant; in other words,one has to arrive at an expression whih would learlyde�ne the partial order of steps involved (note thattime markers arry the ontrol information).5. Finally, show that the maximum time for any reationis less than the minimum time between any two in-stants (or the tiks) of the reative automaton { thus,satisfying synhrony hypothesis.
4. IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEWThe tool is being built using the lassial ode genera-tion tools of the Esterel environment having a strutureas shown in Figure ??. The preproessor omputes the timerequirements relative to the markers spei�ed in the sourelanguage. In the next blok the dummy statements of emis-sion reeting time requirements for the time-marker signalsare added. The Esterel soure with these additional state-ments arrying timing information beomes the input to thestrl proessor that generates intermediate ode by ignoringthe omments relative to the timing spei�ation.From the f2 ode and o ode generated, the time re-quirement for eah transition is omputed. The resultant isthe time marked reative automaton in f2 format. In thevalidation proess, eah transition is heked for the satis-fation of the synhrony hypothesis. The suessful exhaus-tion of the transitions validates the system relative to thespei�ations. Otherwise, it denotes invalidation of the tim-ing onstraints and the underlying tools of Esterel an be

used in traing the orresponding soure fragments (notethat marker signals keep trak of the ontrol information).
5. DISCUSSIONSIn this paper, we have skethed a method and the designof a tool for validating the timing onstraints relative tothe speed of the underlying arhiteture, assuring that theimplementation is a realization of the logial synhronouslanguage spei�ation. The tool is under implementationand the generalized tool will validate timing assumptions oronstraints; it will also provide the sheduling onstraintson the various asynhronous onstruts that ould be in-stantiated { for example, through the exe in Esterel .The tool diagnoses the invalidating transitions with point-ers to the respetive ode segments in the Esterel soure.We also intend to use the tool to validate the timing on-straints and other notions suh as guarantee in real-timesystems as envisaged through Timed CRP - a generaliza-tion of Communiating reative proesses [?, ?℄ that uni�esthe asynhronous and synhronous paradigms.One of the distint advantages of synhronous frameworkis that it establishes the logial orretness of the system.Sine, the intermediate representation (a kind of automata)is lose to implementation models, the impliation is thatone has veri�ed the implementation itself. However, sinethe synhronous formalism is based on synhrony hypoth-esis, it does not onsider the arhitetural onstraints withreferene to time, and asynhronous interfaes. The method-ology proposed in the paper provides to bridge suh a gap.We have been experimenting on the method on various em-bedded systems using suh a methodology.For further details the reader is referred to the full paper.
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